User's Manual

Safety use and precautions:
Please read this manual before using this watch to ensure safe and proper use.

Only use the company recognized accessories. For any consequences resulting from the use of third-party accessory, the Company does not assume.

Don’t attempt to disassemble the watch.

Don’t make the watch subject to mechanical vibration or shaking. Don’t hit the screen with a sharp object.

Don’t use solutes, such as: benzene, thinner or alcohol to clean the watch case, don’t allow corrosive chemicals, cleaning agents contact watch. Only use a clean soft cloth to gently wipe your watch.

Don't let the watch exposed to sunlight, or excessive smoke and dust. Keep the watch dry, don’t use in high humidity environments such as bathrooms. The device is not waterproof, it is prohibited to
rain or damp. Please put the watch in a safe place out of children reach to avoid danger. Appearance and key descriptions:

1. Microphone
2. USB port / headphone jack
3. Power ON/OFF
4. Selection key
5. Back key
6. Speaker

Dial  Phonebook  SMS

Calculator  Alarm Clock  Calendar

Call Recorder  Setting

Pedometer: Running pedometer, running mileage records.
Two-dimensional code:
Using a smart phone to scan the code to download APP management software.

Sedentary reminder:
taking breaks help avoid fatigue, Change unscientific lifestyle.

Camera remote control:
watch can take photos by remote control the phone.

Reminder:
Twitter, QQ, Wechat etc. Want timely reminder APP communications software to quickly display viewing.

Looking phone:
Watch can vibrate let you find your phone.

Sleep monitor:
can be objectively and scientifically quantify record and analyze your sleep.

Bluetooth:
Open the watch's Bluetooth, search watch Bluetooth with smart phone.

Anti-lost:
Open Anti-lost function, alarm with sound or vibration if leaving your smart phone away from about 10 meters.

Music player:
Control music with a watch on your smart phone, speaker phone to play the music.
App Features:
1. Push service requirements smart phone install APK,
Download: watch on the two-dimensional code scanning, can get the APK package
2. Click the installation package, follow the prompts to complete the mobile phone desktop appear APK icons.

3. When need to establish Bluetooth sync, click the icon to enter the Bluetooth APK notification settings interface (establishing Bluetooth sync before, must ensure that intelligent machines with Bluetooth phones Bluetooth are connected).
4. Click on "Accessibility settings" to activate Bluetooth notice (Display "Enable" is active).

5. In the "Notice Applications" can select the application to be notified.

(1): Individual applications for the application of smartphone users to install.

(2): System applications for the system come with an application.
Please Note:
There can used sync function only for Android Phone at present, iphone system can sync phonebook dial and answer only, no app sync.

FM Radio
Listen to the radio using the watch; keep the headset cable into the watch's headphone jack. Headphone cable functions as the radio antenna, so let it hang freely.

Restore factory settings
After select to restore the phone to factory default settings. And need to enter the watch lock password; the default password is "1122".

Common Troubleshooting
Any problems in the process of using the watch, please refer to the following terms to be solved. If the problem persists, please contact your dealer or designated maintenance personnel.

The phone can’t be turned on
- Press and hold the hang up key until the startup screen.
- Check the battery.
- Check whether the battery is bad, remove and re-install the battery, and then turn on.

There is no response to phone a few minutes
- Press the hang up key.
- Remove the battery and reload it, and then turn on.

The phone use time is very short
- Please make sure to use a screen saver.
- Make sure there is enough charge time (minimum 2.5 hours).
- After a partial charge, the battery level indicator may be inaccurate. After removal of the charger, wait 20 minutes to get precise instructions.
The phone can not connect to the network
- Please try again in another place.
- To your network service provider to determine the coverage area of the network.
- To your network service provider to determine your SIM card is valid.
- Try to manually select the network.
- If the network is busy, please try again later.

Can't make a call
- Make sure you are dialing the correct number and press the call button.
- As for international calls, check the country code and area code.
- Make sure the phone has connected to the network, and the network is not busy and available.

Make sure you do not have to be banned exhaled because of arrears.
- To your network service provider about your registration status (credit, SIM card valid, etc.)

Music doesn't play
- Please check whether you download songs for mobile phones are not supported formats, such as MMF format.
- Please check the downloaded songs have been removed, and the song name remains in this folder. You can update the look playlists to confirm.